
Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Science (PGDYSc) 2014-15

P.G.Diploma Yoga Science

PSO 1.:- Developing a higher mentality to achieve health, gain self discipline and self awareness through yoga.

PSO 2:- Familiarize the students about the ancient teaching of yoga.

PSO 3:- Facilitating the students with the proper techniques of kriyas, assanas and other practices of yoga.

PSO 4:- Developing communications, verbal and instruct skill among students.

PSO 5:- Yoga science allows the students to experience higher energy, consciousness and awareness and to

promote these qualities to society for a creating better world.

Scheme of Examination PGDYSC

1st Semester
S.No. Code Title Internal External Practical Total

Exams.

1 PGDYSc-101 Foundation of Yoga 20 80 ---------- 100

2 PGDYSc-102 Hath Yoga 20 80 ---------- 100

3 PGDYSc-103 Human Anatomy- 20 80 --------- 100

Physiology & Yoga

Practices

4 PGDYSc-104 Practical Examination - - 100 100

Total 60 240 100 400

Note.
The Practical Classes shall be held as per the scheme of each semester. The final

Practical Examinations for each Semester shall be conducted by external & internal

examiners at the end of the each semester.
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Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Science (PGDYSc) 2014-15

Scheme of Examination PGDYSC

2nd Semester
S.No. Code Title Internal Theory Practical Total

Exams.

1 PGDYSc-201 Patanjalyogasutra 20 80 ---------- 100

2 PGDYSc-202 Yoga & Health 20 80 ---------- 100

3 PGDYSc-203 Naturopathy 20 80 --------- 100

4 PGDYSc-204 Practical Examination - - 100 100

Total 60 240 100 400

Note.
The Practical Classes shall be held as per the scheme of each semester. The final

Practical Examinations for each Semester shall be conducted by external & internal

examiners at the end of the each semester.

1st Sem. - 400 Marks
2nd Sem - 400 Marks

Total Marks - 800 Marks
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Syllabus :

Paper Code: PGDYSc101
Foundation of Yoga

Total Marks 100

Time :3 hours

COURSE OUTCOMES

CO 1. Students will know the exact face of yoga and will not mislead the society by
gaining correct knowledge about origin of yoga.
CO 2. Student would be able to know the journey of yoga and how it varied with time
by gaining the knowledge about lineages of yoga.
CO 3. The biographies of yogic would motivate the student to apply yoga in his / her
own life and through this they would improve their quality of life.
CO 4. Students would be able to understand the ancient concept of the yoga and he
would become able to compare it with modern time yoga.
CO 5. Students would be able to know different thoughts on yoga and their
importance in one’s life.

(a) For paper setter

1. Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

2. Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type questions
of 2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

3. Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16 marks
each.

(a) For candidates

1. Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All
question carry equal marks.



Paper Code: PGDYSc102
Hatha Yoga

Total Marks 100

Time :3 hours

COURSE OUTCOMES

CO 1. Student would be able to know about Hath Yoga.
CO 2. Student would be able to know about right place, time and season for practicing yoga
according to hath pradipika.
CO 3. Student would be able to know the factors which help in Yoga and factors which
demolish yogic practice according to hath pradipika symptoms of hath sidhis.
CO 4. Student would be able to know the methods of practicing Asanas and their benefits.
CO 5. Student would be able to know practicing pranayama and its method and benefits.
CO 6.  Student would be able to know the seven step yoga or sapt sadhnas.

(b) For paper setter

1. Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

2. Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type
questions of 2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

3. Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16

marks each.

(b) For candidates

1. Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory.
All question carry equal marks.





Paper Code: PGDYSc103
Human Anatomy – Physiology and

Total Marks 100Yoga practice

Time :3 hours

COURSE OUTCOMES
CO 1. Student would be able to know the meaning, characteristics of human physiology.
CO 2. Student would be able to know the skeleton system and its classification.
CO 3. Student would be able to know about muscular system and the effect of yoga in it.
CO 4. Student would be able to know about digestive system and the very effect of yoga on it.
CO 5. Student would be able to know about circulatory system, endocrine system, respiratory
system, excretory system and effect of yoga on them.

(c) For paper setter

1. Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

2. Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type questions of
2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

3. Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16 marks
each.

- For candidates

Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All question
carry equal marks.
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Yoga Theapy (Hindi & English) : Shivanand Saraswati



Paper Code: PGDYSc104 Practical
Examination (Self
Demonstration)

Total Marks 100

CO 1. Student would be able to do Practice Selected Kriyas own self such as Jalneti, Kapalbhati
and Sutraneti.
CO2. Student would be familiar with the different technique and benefits of the Pranayamas as
per Hathyoga and Yoga Sutra such as Suryabhedan, Shetalee, Nadishodhan.
CO 3. Students would be acknowledged about the varities of basic Asans and about their effect
on body as prescribe the in the Practical Syllabus.
CO 4. Students would become able to practice the difficult or advanced Bandhas and Mudras
such as Moolabandha, Mahamudra, Uddiyanbandha

I SELECTED KRIYAS For Examination
(1 item x10 = 10 Marks)

1 Jalneti 3 Agnisara
2 Sutraneti 4 Kapalabhati- vatkram, sheetkram

II PRANAYAMAS (1 item x10 = 10 Marks)
In Hathyoga

1 Nadishodhan 4 Sheetkari
2 Suryabhedan 5 Shetalee
3 Ujjayi

In Yoga Sutra
1 Bahyavritti 3 Stambhvritti
2 Abhyantaravartti
III ASANAS- (4 item x10 =40 Marks)
1 Surya Namaskar with Mantra 19 Siddhasan
2 Pawanmuktasana Series 1-2-3 20 Swastikasan
3 Uttanpad Asan 21 Padmasan
4 Tadasan 22 Marjariasan
5 Vajrasan 23 Kapotasan
6 Vakrasan 24 Ardhbadhpadmottanasan
7 Bhujangasan 25 Ardh Shalabhasan
8 Katichakrasan 26 Parshvachakrasan
9 Naukasana 27 Gaumukhasan
10 Viprit Naukasan 28 Padhastasan
11 Makarasan 29 Mandukasan
12 Dhanurasan 30 Vatayanasan
13 Utkatasan 31 Ushtrasan
14 Kagasana 32 Shashankasan
15 Janushirshasan 33 Dandasan
16 Kandharasan 34 Vrikshasan
17 Pashchimottanasan 35 Trikonasan
18 Akaran dhanurasan 36 Sinhasan

IV MUDRAS & BANDHAS (1 item x10 =10 Marks)
1 Moolabandha 4 Mahamudra
2 Jalandharbandh 5 Mahavedha mudra
3 Uddiyanbandha



V(a) Each candidate will prepare a practical note book in which Total 20 Asanas, Two
Shatkaram, Two Pranayanam and One Bandha, One Mudra will be explained in detail
alongwith photograph as per class teacher advice from the above said complete syllabus.

(b) Viva-Voce
Examiner will conduct vivo-voce from the above said complete syllabus. (V a+b =30 Marks)
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Paper Code: PGDYSc201
Patanjalyogasutra Total Marks 100

Time :3 hours

COURSE OUTCOMES
CO 1. Student would be able to know the introduction of Patanjali Yoga Sutras.
CO 2.  Student would be able to know vritti of mind.
CO 3.  Student would be able to know calm the mind by eliminating the different vritti.
CO 4.  Student would be able to understand the knowledge of the law of action.
CO 5.  Student would be able to know eight steps yoga- Astana Yoga.
CO 6.  Student would be able to know Pancha Klesha, Yoga Antrayas and Pramanas, Yama,
Niyama and Dhyan(Meditation).

(a) For paper setter

1. Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

2. Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type questions
of 2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

3. Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16 marks
each.

(b) For candidates

1. Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All
question carry equal marks.
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Paper Code: PDGYSc 202
Yoga & Health Total Marks 100

Time :3 hours

COURSE OUTCOMES:
CO 1. Student would be able to know the meaning of health, method of bath, havan and
sandhya.
CO 2. Student would be able to know about fast, died and balance dieting.
CO 3. Student would be able to know intoxicating elements and their side effects.
CO 4. Student would be able to know the concept of disease and concept of yogic therapy.
CO 5. Student would got the knowledge about many disease like constipation, stomach acid,
syncs, high blood pressure and low blood pressure.
CO 6. Student will be familier with the causes of particular disease such as obesity, back
pain, neck pain, and stress depression.

- For paper setter

Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type questions
of 2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16 marks
each.

- For candidates

Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All
question carry equal marks.



Yogic management of Common Diseases- Swami Shankafradevananda Saraswati



Paper Code: PDGYSc 203
Naturopathy Total Marks 100

Time :3 hours
COURSE OUTCOMES

CO 1. Student would be able to understand the root reason on which naturopathy work to
heat the human body.
CO 2. Student would be able to know the reason of origin of the disease and its different
stages.
CO 3. Student would be able to know the miracles of mud therapy, sun and air therapy and
student would also be able to heat patients by applying these therapies.
CO 4. Student would be able to understand the concept of hydro therapy.
CO 5. Student would be able to apply fasting without any misconception and would restrain
him and others from harmful side effects.

(a) For paper setter

1. Paper setter will set 9 question in all, out of which students will be required to attempt 5 question .

2. Question No.1 will be compulsory and will carry 16 marks. It will comprise of 8 short answer type questions
of 2 marks each to be selected from the entire syllabus.

3. Two long answer type questions will be set from each unit. Long answer Type question will carry 16 marks
each.

(b) For candidates

1. Attempt question in all, selecting at least one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All
question carry equal marks.



Paper Code: PGDYSc 204
Practical Examination (Self

Demonstration)

CO 1. Students would be familiar with the advanced Kriyas Practical
Examination such as Tratak. Kapabhate, Vastr ohavti, Nevli.
CO 2. Students would be familiar with the techniques and benefits of
the Pranayama as described in Hathyoga and Yoga Sutra.
CO 3. Students would be acknowledged about the varities of basic
Asans and about their effect on body as prescribe in the Syllabus of
Asans.
CO 4. Students would become able to practice the difficult or
advanced Bandhas and Mudras such as Maha bandh, Kakimudra,
Shambhaviya Mudra, Vipreet Karhi Mudra and Yoga Mudra.

Total Marks 100

I SELECTED For Examination
KRIYAS (1 item x10 = 10 Marks)

1 Trataka 3 Vastra Dhauti
2 Nauli 4 Kapalbhati – Vyuthram

Alongwith 1st semester Kriyas

II PRANAYAMAS (1 item x10 = 10 Marks)
In Hathyoga

1 Bhastrika 2 Bhramari
In Yoga Sutra

1 Bahya, Abhyantra – Vishayakshepi and Pranayama as decribed in 1st Sem. Practical

III ASANAS- (4 item x10 = 40 Marks)
1 Bhadrasan 18 Suptavajarasan
2 Bakasan 19 Vibhakatpaschimottanasan
3 Badha Padmasan 20 Garudasan
4 Padangushthasan 21 Salbhasan
5 Puranbhujangasan 22 Shirshpadangushthasan
6 Padam Bakasan 23 Karnapeedasan
7 Ekpadasikandasan 24 Kurmasan
8 Mayurasan 25 Shirshasan
9 Sarwang Asan 26 Titibhasan
10 Kukutasan 27 Onkarasan
11 Ardhmatsyendrasan 28 Natrajasan
12 Garbhasan 29 Chakrasan
13 Matsyendrasan 30 Supt vajrasan
14 Matsya Asan 31 Uttan kurmasan
15 Halasan 32 Setubandhsarvangasan
16 Konasan 33 Sinhasan
17 Shalabhasan 34 Shavasan

And asanas as described in 1st Sem practical

IV MUDRAS & BANDHAS (1 item x10 = 10 Marks)
1 Mahabandh
2 Kaki mundra



3 Shambhavi mundra
4 Vipreetkarni mundra
5 Yoga mundra

V(a) Each candidate will prepare a practical note book in which Total 20 Asanas, Two
Shatkaram, Two Pranayanam and One Bandha, One Mudra will be explained in
detail alongwith photograph as per class teacher advice from the above said
complete syllabus.



- Viva-Voce
Examiner will conduct vivo-voce from the above said complete syllabus. (V a+b =30 Marks)


